Helicity conservation in V-point diffraction.
In singular beams, topological charge is conserved during diffraction. Like scalar field diffraction, in vector field diffraction also, there are conserved quantities. A diffracting V-point disintegrates into a number of C-points of the same polarity in which the polarization singularity index is conserved. In this Letter, we show for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, that apart from the index, the helicity (handedness) is also conserved in V-point diffraction. Since V-point is devoid of any handedness, the helicity conservation entails that there is an equal number of opposite handed C-points in the diffracted field, which are interestingly also found to be orthogonal pairs. Further, coexistence of C-points of opposite handedness in the diffraction demands the presence of L-line, which is also shown. We experimentally demonstrate these by studying the diffraction phenomenon through two different types of apertures.